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Dear John, 

Off and on for several weeks I have wondered whether or not I shold 
write you this letter. I do write you without feeling at all certain it is the 
right thing to do. There are several reason for this. Those most in my mind are 
that I do not want to again go tarough anything like the unolessantness of sr 
our last correspondence, where you were first not rosponeive end then silent. Another is the fact that you did not keep your word and that there have been 
consequences that are not favorable to the work some of us still do. Let me 
explain ono aspect of this lest point to you, in tee hope you can understand 
it end from teat understanding realize that more, much more, is involved than 
my proper feeling teat I should be entitled to tee fruit of my own labor. 

One ofhthe things I showed you in the Silver Spring motel, on your word 
you would do nothing with or about it, was one of three picture I had had tolien of 
GE 099. Eceryone else working in the field could have had that same picture taken. 
Many had had special eactures taken. however, I did not until my own work and 
understanding put me in a position to know exactly what I wanted. Instead of 
keeping your word or, if you felt that study of this picture was essential to your 
own wore, asking me for a copy, you got the Archives to duplicate it, in about 
May of 1988. This simple thing made it possible for dishonest things to come to 
pass. You may remember I asked you for a copy of your request end of the picture 
they took for you. 

Now when others who had seen this picture wanted copies so they could ate'' 
study it and we tried to get copies from the original negative, tt t yielding the 
clearest print, lo E34 behold, tee Archives claimed to nave taken no such picture 
for me. Not one but three of us established this before I went further with it. 
I then sent teem an electrostatic copy and they "identified" this as a pictuea e 
they had taken for you. As of less than two weeks ago, they still eldem to hare 
no such picture taken for me. I got thee to eske a copy of the one they else= 
to have taken for you.and got the identical picture they had taken for me in 
1907, the one of welch you also read in Posr ,ORTEM, completed in 8/87. Thera is 
no doutt it is identical, for I have also obtained a negative, enlarged it to 
the same size end compared the prints in various ways, including havingait 
studied by photographic experts. 

Now this Ivey SORM to hove no non-personal significance to you, butit 
is quite significant in ways I feel that, with our history, I cannot go into. I 
am following this further end I vii) be doing more work on it. This does present 
certain serious problems I feel I now cannot share with you and it has taken a 
very large amount of time I might better have spent on other endeavors. But none of 
this 'mould have transpired if you had kept your word to me. And parenthetically, 
my request for the copy of your order end of the picture was not to get proof' 
you had not kept your word, which I then had, nor was it for my writing, which 
Vim, on this, completed. 

As you know, there are many areas in which I work that are of no interest 
to you, certainly not from anything you have ever indicated to me. There are areas 
where we do overlap. I pursue all areas of my interest. As I have several times told 
you, I am also doing considerable work outside the Archives. Whether or not you 
believe me, there are thing the Commission never had. I have obtained copies of 
some of these things end have seen copies of others I expect to get. In sake cases 
I believe knowing whet this evidence says might be helpful to your work aid you are 
What none of the rest of us is, a forensic pathologist. There are also C8898 where 
several of us have been able to shake loose what has been withheld, in various 
areas. 



Because it is my purpose to try ant give you an understanding you 
may not have, I now switch to two other things. You may have noticed that recently 
a suit against the Archives was filed in Chicago. That, if it comes to trial, will 
be an unparalleled disaster for all of us. It is a mlxture of thievery, ego, 
the wildest kind of imaginings, the gorssest factual error and is of the most . 
complete legal inconpetenoe. = know because tae theft was from my work, from COW. 
I have had to check into it. I neve a ccpy of tile suit. I nave traced the thdt to 
its source and have an ackaewledgement from the friend who protided the documents 
in the follish belief thetmen who then stole them was going to try and conduct some 
interrogations in a very limited area onece he had the knowledge they contain. 
I take no time for further details, but I assure you the thief/litigant did not 
intend tee impending disaster that I do hope to prevent. 

In your own raseo when we first met and you told no you planned to sue, 
I told you I had started laying the foundation Air litigation in 1966 and hend't 
filed simply because I had no lawyer. x propoesed we join in this, you having a 
lawyer, and you were forever silent. Ycu then went ahead on your own in a manner you 
now know was not the best art in so doing you also presented us with another possible 
catastrophe. nhile I might have done it just to help you, the fact is that the 
enormous amount of york I did for you a year age was in en effort to prevent disestere 
We simply cannot afford to lose any such suit, for the result will be international 
headlines, one reading "N0 Suppression", another "Warren Report Validated". I did 
that work at a time I was ill, and it was not good for my health, and it took as 
much time ma it would have taken em to write one of the books I have researched 

end have not dad time to write. 

Meenwnile, because successful litigation in this field requires he 
most careful and painstaking work tiliC preparation, I have yet to file came of 
the actions I will file, if necessary. If one preceeds in this fashion, it is 
sometimes possible to avoid suit and obtain that which the suit was designeda 

to obtain. I am, right now, having; exactly this experience. And I have filed k 
the first suit While preparing for others. I have not file against the Archives and 
tue next suit,  filing of which nos awaits the answering of but a single letter, tledt 

also will not be aimed.at the Archives. This is not because I do not intend filing 
against the Archives. I still plan the most inclusive action against them. B ut when 
I file it it will be as strong as it men possibly be. The fact is that in the second 
suit I will nave to be my own laeyer. 44ike the first, it is restricted to a single 
thing. Bud and I.noth feel not only that I can handle it but that it might, perhaps 
be nest if I do. this will avoid taking his time, for he has other work, and it will tn  
then be less of a burden on him when it is time for further litigation. The tovernmenelt 
seems to be worried about the fi=st. When tucy foiled to respond we moved for summer 
judgement. They asked for an extens on of time and we have declined it. They will proe 
bably go to court to seek it. that a record when they have been holding me off on 
this simple thing for a year: But, unless the courts are corrupt, we will be in cow,* 
with any overwhelming, open-and-shut case. I think this is not onl, deeiresble but 
necessary. It is my hope I can be so-exhaustive and prepared in all cases. it is ale 
my intent. 

So, I've tried to explain to you there is more, much more, than personal 
considerations involved in honorable conduct and relationships, and that there is 
more involved than the right to my own work when I ask you to make no use of whet 

I  obtain. Whether or not I've succeeded, I do not know. In any event, I've no time 
for further erplanations. 

iVy real purpose in writing is to ask you if you are now prepared to make 

and keep such promises, literally and completely, if T m:43 svailable to you ghat 

I may be able to. If you do assure me that you will make neither direct nor indirect 

use of what I may provide, telling jobody else about it, using it only for your 
own understending and anything you may, if you see it and so desire, feed back to 



me (and the feedback is not a condition)
, then I will tell you what I get. I 

say "tell" because in some cases I may n
ot be able to afford to make copies and 

in others I may not want or may not be a
ble to give copies. I an talking about 

what I have located outside the Archives and either have right now or expect 

to get. 

It is possible that in the course of tim
e you might, by occident, 

inherit some of this. I thinkt it unlike
ly you would thus get all of it. What 

I already leave and weal I have seen and
 expect is of really great significance.

 

It is also very dolthate. It guts me in 
a position to do things I have not yet 

been solo to do, and here I do not refer
 to my writing, veluahle as this is 

for that. It is, from my point of view, essential that I be loft alone to curly this 

further as 1  intend. So, anything like use or retailing of it will present a real
 

jeopardy. This is a subject on which we cannot accurately forecast what the 

consequences of any action or discovery can mean, but I tell you quite seriously 

that I now have a potential we have neve
r had before. 

With the history of the_ past, 
I  have bean reluctant to write you about 

this. Rollover, because of your training 
and because I believe there should be 

genuine cooperation, I have. 

There is another thing I should add. that I have and what I em existing is 

not the end of thee. There is much more, and the efforts t
o obtain it, the negotiatiag 

for it, are exceedingly delicate. .any br
eech of promise has the potential of turning 

all of this off. I think the urgent thin
g is to get what can be obtained, sad th

is 

I will be pursuing, hence will want to 
remain tranquil, undisturned. The end result 

can be beyond our dreams to date. We may
 also wind up with allies we have never had, 

end this, too, I regard as of great impo
rtance, 

So, if you are prepared a* to make area keep such promises, I trill keep 

you fully informed on those things of th
is nature that are in the area of your 

interest, either with copies or with exp
lanations. I will begin on receipt of 

your unqualified stipulatien you will nei
ther use nor in any way peas :on to ely 

other any of this, except that you will use tee knowle
dge for your own underdanding« 

a 

tae way, mu second suit will bo medic
al, on subject* we have never 

discussed. I have been a year preparing 
for it (some of -Wu) other things involved 

shove have required work going back ashy
 years). I think, xenon it is filed and 

you see what is involved and its potenti
al, it will excite you. 

Sincerely, 

Herold Veisberg 


